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Minerals and Men
By
JAMES F. MCDIVITT
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press. 1965,
Pp. vii, 158, $1.95
This is a very useful book for non-specialists who are interested
in acquiring a broad economic perspective on non-fuel minerals. The
book offers not only an economic orientation to minerals supply,
but also provides information which will enable the reader to acquire
a grasp of some of the rudiments of minerals geology and technol-
ogy as they affect the supply of various minerals. While the title,
Minerals and Men, is too broad to indicate the scope of the book
with any precision, the author does touch on a wide range of topics,
and helps fill the gap between general works on minerals resources
written from a descriptive and non-economic viewpoint, and mono-
graphs on individual materials written for specialists. This book
should provide a useful introduction for students in courses con-
cerned with natural resources, and a good preface for those who,
with no previous introduction, must make extensive use of the com-
pilations of statistics on minerals production and trade that are con-
tained in the Minerals Yearbooks. While the material may also be
found in other books, such other books are usually written from
the geological perspective and are not as useful to economists.
Professor McDivitt has limited himself to the consideration of
non-fuel minerals only, and is concerned with problems of supply:
reserves and the resource base, costs and cost trends, and the scope
of substitution among minerals. After a general discussion of supply
problems common to minerals as a whole (twenty-four pages), four
groups of minerals (iron and steel, base metals, light metals, and
industrial minerals and industrial rocks) are dealt with and some of
the general characteristics of mineral economics are illustrated for
each group. This section comprises 106 pages, or about two-thirds of
the book. The author concludes with a summary of the non-fuels
mineral industries viewed as a complex of activities subject to three
classes of constraints: geological, economic, and technological. This
brief section of twenty-two pages should be of particular interest to
the general reader with its pertinent comments on the changing en-
vironment of mining, on domestic and international minerals policies,
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and on the contrast in the perspectives of a producing and a con-
suming country on world mineral markets and policies.
Professor McDivitt devotes some effort to dispelling some tradi-
tional presuppositions about mineral industries. For example, he
dismisses fears of mineral depletion. Although he does not make
specific forecasts of future supply and demand for minerals, relying
instead chiefly on several recent studies sponsored by Resources
For the Future, Inc., he concludes in the final sentence of his text
that "mineral shortages are one of the tiniest clouds on the world's
horizon."' The author also appeals for a less traditional and more
enlightened approach to mineral import policies, noting candidly
that in regard to raw materials import policies, "In the United
States we have never made a reasoned appraisal."'
The discussion of copper includes a useful treatment of the system
of appraising potential mineral supplies in terms of a division into
reserves, resources, and the resource base, the last of which is de-
fined to include the total amount of a material present in the earth's
crust. By way of illustrating that high-grade mineral deposits may
not always constitute reserves, McDivitt observes that a stone
quarry might not be allowed to operate in an affluent suburb regard-
less of the quality of the deposits and their proximity to the urban
market. This latter consideration is germane to one of two very per-
tinent predictions which the author makes concerning future trends
in the mining industries. Noting that producers of mineral construc-
tion materials have already been obliged to cope with problems of
zoning and landscaping regulations by virtue of the necessity of
such industries to be located close to markets in areas of high popula-
tion concentration, McDivitt predicts that other mining operations
must learn increasingly to adjust to such demands as population in-
creases in previously sparsely inhabited mining areas, and as em-
phasis on maintaining an attractive countryside for recreational
purposes increases. McDivitt's second prediction is that as richer
ores are eventually exhausted, mining will become less of a "fine
art" and more a matter of routinely handling vast masses of low-
grade ores, with the chemical engineering aspects of processing be-
coming ever more important. In this regard, the author suggests
that other branches of the minerals industry might gain by studying
the evolution of the light metals industries which at present are
farther along the path to this condition.
Students of industrial organization may desire a bit more em-
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phasis on the relation of market structure to price and production
policies. For example, Alcoa's pre-war policy of keeping capacity
well ahead of demand is mentioned, but is not specifically related
to monopoly strategy. But McDivitt is quite aware of the relation
between market concentration and power over prices and output,
as it is implicitly revealed in his comparison of aluminum and mag-
nesium: "There can be little question, of course, but that there is
an effective monopoly in the case of magnesium, and this must be
with the tacit agreement of the government, for on this question the
magnesium industry has been treated very differently from the
aluminum industry."8
The book would have been improved by the addition of an index.
It would also have been of interest to the readers if a few para-
graphs had been included on the theory of deposition of minerals in
commercially exploitable concentrations. Slightly greater attention
to the problem of determining the "cost" of jointly produced min-
erals would also have contributed to the understanding of the gen-
eral reader.
In all, the book is useful and very readable, and Professor Mc-
Divitt seems to have accomplished capably the task of combining
economic, geological, and technical data and relating them to min-
erals supply and to policy issues. Typical of the sensible positions
taken on minerals policy is his comment on manganese imports ver-
sus attempts to obtain domestic supplies: "Since supply is potentially
vulnerable, our costs of insuring it are relatively large; every at-
tempt should be made to identify and consider them as real costs
when we calculate the comparative cost of recovering manganese
from unconventional sources, such as slag heaps or the sea bottom. ' 4
One can only wish that such an awareness of the variety of dimen-
sions of supply costs were more nearly universal among those re-
sponsible for natural resources policies.
HENRY STEELE*
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4. P. 144.
* Department of Economics, University of Houston, Texas.
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